I. INTRODUCTION
It has been observed in both low and high frequency measurements that the onset of excessive power dissipation in superconductors can occur at values of the peak applied magnetic field Hp, below Hc , the critical magnetic field (H Cl for type II). This has been variously ascribedcto local magnetic field enhancement due to surface roughness, presence of impurities, etc, Easson et al,, ' suggested *(that the superconducting to normal transition in type II superconductors is caused by a temperature rise above Tc due to a. c. losses, rather than by the peak a. c. currents in the sample rising to the thermodynamic critical value. Ir Halbritter2 recognized that this suggestion for the low frequency case might be applicable to superconducting microwave cavities. As far as could be determined from the available literature, it appears that neither Halbritter,
Easson et al T , nor anyone else, has pursued this suggeytion in terms of .a theoretical analysis which relates the magnetic breakdown field to the thermal and electrical properties of a superconductor D
The main object of this paper is to calculate the magnetic breakdown field, H' P' in terms of a power dissipation and thermal conduction analysis. Two cases will be considered--that of a normal region parallel to, and that of a normal region perpendicular to, the surface of a superconductor,
A. Normal Region Parallel to Surface
For generality, consider a superconductor of thickness f on a normal substrate of thickness t, where f > h, the penetration depth, The results will then also be applicable to a bulk superconductor with t = 0 and f = bulk thickness,
Assume that a normal region of radius a, such as a fluxoid, lies parallel to, and its axis is a distance d from, the surface of the superconductor, and a distance b from the outer surface of the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Let us now consider an oscillating fluxoid which, as we shall see in Sec. IV-A, is equivalent to a stationary normal region with the supercurrent, jz, through its and which gives the largest power loss.
Re[Hpeiwt],
Due to the magnetic field HP cos w t = applied at the surface of the superconductor, the average power dissipation per unit volume in the normal region is .' dP'
.2 m=PJ, ( > (1.1)
where p is the effective resistivity of the normal region (to be derived in Sec. IV) and the current density is jz = j,e -x/heiwt = e-x/h ,iwt 0 (1*2)
Therefore, the average power loss per unit length is:
I d+a is the effective normal state surface resistance of the cylinder, R=Ro + R(T) P R 0'
as the temperature excursion is not great; and
-2a e -Zi e I
. (1.7).
Even prior to magnetic breakdown, a fluxoid will grow in cross section and change its shape as shown in Fig. 1 as its temperature is increased. These effects will be neglected at this time.
For a stationary normal region with a 5 d s the anomalous skin depth, the normal current density, jn, is essentially uniform throughout it. If a > d, then the analysis would be similar to that ,given here. For all cases, there is an equivalent F and R so that the heat conduction analysis to follow is quite general, A rough representation for the superconducting thermal conductivity (see Fig. 2 ) is3:
where Ta is the temperature at the periphery of the fluxoid, Tc is the critical ' temperature, g and h are fractions where 1 > g 1 h > 0, and Tf is the temperature at the interface, neglecting the thermal boundary resistance temperature drop. (If the normal region is a fluxoid, KS requires modification due to the high self-magnetic field. Another complication is that the effective thermal conductivity may be reduced very near a free surface, from ordinary bulk values, when the mean free path of the heat carrier is long compared with the distance from the surface. The extent of this effect is related to the nature of the heat carrier and whether it is directly energized, or indirectly through collisions.
However, these modifications should not alter the essential results. ) For the normal substrate, the conductivity is Kn + kT ,for Tf 1 T 2 Tb, where Tb is the temperature of the outer surface of the normal conductor = bath temperature, neglecting Kapitza resistance, -(Temperature gradients in the bath are negligible for Tb < Th.)
Assuming cylindrical symmetry as a fair approximation, and using cylindrical coordinates centered at the cylinder, the heat flow equation is NPa( t) = -K dT dr ' where N is a factor to correct for the departure from cylindrical symmetry (see $NRF'Hi aln (j$)= $k(T;-T;) . (1.10) It is assumed that the power dissipation in the rest of the superconductor results * in a negligible temperature rise. If not, this incremental temperature can be added on. The term k ll( c-a) T gT T in Eq. (1.9) will be neglected to first approximation.
Solving Eq . (1.9) for HP, the result is: The analysis of a normal region perpendicular to the surface of a superconductor is more complicated for geometrical reasons as well as the fact that the heat is conducted to the temperature bath, Tb, through both normal and superconducting regions. We will consider only the ,,case of a normal region (such as a fluxoid) of radius a, which is perpendicular to and goes completely through the wall of the superconductor of thickness b. As shown in Fig. 4 , if the normalregion is a fluxoid, it will grow larger at the conducting surface due to the temperature gradient along its length during power dissipation, Growth prior to breakdown will be neglected at this time.
For a pure, highly defect-free, material, the normal thermal conductivity Kn = klnT is > KS over most of the temperature range: as depicted in Fig. 2 .
In addition, the electrons are directly energized by the electromagnetic field and do not need to transfer power to the phonons in order to transport it to the heat sink. Therefore, to a rough approximation, let us assume that all the heat is conducted (channeled) down the normal cylinder. The actual temperature rise will be less than the calculated temperature Ta at the conducting surface, since much heat will also be conducted through the superconductor. Also mitigating in favor of this approximation is that the thermal conductivity may be somewhat reduced near a free surface--the more so the longer the mean free *, path of the heat carrier. At these low temperatures, the phonons have a much longer mean free path than the electrons. If the normal region is a fluxoid, its field penetration into the neighboring superconducting region may also suppress KS for certain values of H and T. Yet, correction must be made for the approximation.
The analysis is directed to the case of an oscillating fluxoid which, as before,
gives the largest power dissipation. gives the largest power dissipation. A stationary normal region may be treated A stationary normal region may be treated as mentioned in Sec. I-A, The solution to all cases may be put into the same general form so that the final results are quite general.
The average power loss/(cross-sectional area) down to any point x is:
where
The heat flow equation is Pa = -K' dT n dx , or:
The solution to Eq. (1'. 3) is:
where N CC For klnTf
1 is put in as the correction factor 'for this case, and 
where E = AkDTc and A -4.
Equations (2.4) and (2.6) were derived under the assumption that the normal region remains at a fixed equilibrium position. If the normal region is a fluxoid with components of flux perpendicular to the alternating current, it will oscillate about an equilibrium position if the pinning frequency is exceeded. However, if it is weakIy pinned, while oscillating, it will tend to migrate away from the regions of hi& current density due to,current gradients in the superconductor until it becomes strongly pinned. If this happens, Q will first increase with increasing H P' before decreasing. It should also be noted that there may well be a hysteresis-like effect when HP is exceeded due to-trapping of additional flux, and when HP is reduced, the original Q vs HP curve may not be obtained, When Q as a function of HP is measured in the temperature region corresponding to residual Q, it might appear that an equation like (2.5) would not be appropriate, as the residual Q is essentially independent of T.
However, it should be noted that the temperature of the superconductor in the viciniti of the normal region may be significantly higher than the bath temperature, giving Q its usual temperature dependence in this neighborhood, Prior to breakdown, conditions may be such that the region around the normal cylinder can only dominate the power loss when the rest of the cavity is operating near Q residual. The predictions made by Eq. (2.4) and (2.6) are independent of any breakdown criterion, and of the nature of the normal region.
III. MAGNETIC BREAKDOWN CRITERIA
When HP is increased to a point where the critical magnetic field is reached in the neighborhood, then the material surrounding the cylinder will go normal, leading to a sharp rise in the power dissipation and ultimately a run-away situation, This may be viewed as either a magnetic or thermal instability, as the two are linked together. In the case of a cavity, the Q will drop precipitously. The magnetic field in the neighborhood is FEp cos w t + za, where?ia is the magnetic field which exists at radius a, due to the contribution from all sources be-. sides the current at the cylinder.
(F = 1 for the perpendicular fluxoid. ) za may be an applied de field, and/or the field penetration from a fluxoid. The worst case is when Ha and FHP cos o t add together algebraically at peak value.
Type I:
For typ& II, breakdown will occur when the second critical field, Hc2, is exceeded in the neighborhood, causing it to go completely normal. Various relationships may be found in the literature for He2 as a function of temperature.
The following will suffice for our purposes:
for Ta << Tc, or In either case, the solution for the magnetic breakdown field of the parallel normal region is : .
where Cl = c2 Tc (g-h) f 2k2Tc
Similarly, the simultaneous solution of EhO (1'. 4) and (3. Equations (3.4) and (3.5) give the peak magnetfc field at the surface of a superconductor which produces a critical power dissipation leading to a steep rise in the power loss whose origin is the heating of ainormal region. A graphical interpretation of the solution for HP is given in! Fig. 6 . Though the two equations are quite similar, they differ sufficiently that it should be possible to distinguish HP experimentally between the two cases,, Sinde the two cases also differ in total power dissipation, their effect on cavity G should also be distinguishable.
There are several competing mechanisms ,; as' mentioned earlier, which can be responsible for magnetic breakdown. The mechanism analyzed in this where ?l is the flow viscosity empirically found by Kim, Hempstead, and Strnad. 9
pn is the normal-state resistivity, which may be taken to be the residual resistivity for T < 4' K.
Ho E Hc (0) for type I ': t Hc2 (0) for type II (4.4) .
If we convert the Tholfsen and Meissner lo data fitting result into a fluxoid flow viscosity, q , the result would be tl = P + ["c w] 3'2 .76 Hl"p (4.5) n Since the Kim 9. equation for q is generally accepted, it is the one that will be used here. However, in what follows, either expression may be inserted where q appears.
With no a priori knowledge of the pinning force, it will be assumed to vary linearly which should be a good approximation to most pinning potentials for small amplitude oscillation.
Pinning force = -pX . where n is the electron density, m is the electron mass, and a! is the Hall angle.
Suhl" has also calculated the effective mass of a flux tube. A different expression for M was derived by Gittleman and Rosenblum7 which is not just the property -17-, of an isolated fluxoid but is more related to the presence of a flux tube lattice and is also more appropriate for materials in the dirty limit. If the slope, kin, of the normal conductivity is not available, one may use kin G kl to obtain p n ; and to apply the perpendicular case.
When the viscous force dominates, giving i CC p,, this theory can help to , explain why exposure of the clean superconducting material to contaminating air (which may form oxides, etc. ) can decrease Q and Hp. If the fluxoid is at, or crosses, the conducting surface which has been contaminated, the resulting increase in p, can help to account for the deterioration of Q and Hf. P
B. Stationary Normal Region
Now that we have considered an oscillating fluxoid, we still need to consider the case where the fluxoid is either so strongly pinned that it cannot oscillate, or there is no Lorentz force acting on it because T is parallel to??,, Since the effects of the fluxoid's magnetic field will be neglected in this case, the analysis will be equivalent to the presence of any stationary normal region in the superconductor D 13 It will be shown that the effective resistivity in this case is much less than for an oscillating fluxoid, and that it may be the source of residual surface resistance.
Using the same notation as in section A, the electric field in a superconductor due to the time variation of the current is: E=% = /imw -\ ne2 j = P,j, (5.1) where the superconducting electrical resistivify is
Although the superconducting current density, j, is given, the current density in the normal region, j n' is not necessarily the same. In the case of the oscillating fluxoid, the expression (4.12) indicates that the oscillating fluxoid is equivalent to a stationary fluxoid of effective resistivity p with the supercur-' rent flowing uniformly through both the fluxoid and the surrounding superconducting region. The current in a stationary conductor flows in such a manner as to minimize resistive losses for de or low frequencies. However, at high frequencies, as in a GHz cavity, the stored electromagnetic energy is minimized and the current tends to flow more uniformly through the conducting surfaces, This would give a larger power dissipation; however, let us find out the least we can expect for the power loss, Even though j , flowing parallel to the normal region, may not be the same as jn, E is continuous across the superconducting to normal boundary if there is no net surface charge density and the permittivity is the same in both regions. The tangential component of E is cont@uous in all cases.
From Maxwell's equations, v2En = iw,uu-A En, (5.3) where p is the permeability of the normal region, and ah is its effective conductivity.
If the field En inside the normal cylindrical region were parallel to its axis, the solution to Eq. (5.3) would be En = EJo where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order, is the anomalous skin depth, and r is the radial distance from the cylinder axis. For a = 6, En is reduced by only 6% at its lowest point on the axis. Therefore, to a good approximation for a < 6, En may be considered to be roughly constant in the normal region; and similarly for jn. This conclusion would be valid at any cross section parallel to E for any orientation of the cylinder with respect to the electric field.
Hence the average power loss per unit volume in the normal region is . -22-There will be an additional power loss from the normal electrons which leave the normal region and enter the surrounding superconducting region. However, since the power loss in the normal region is relatively small, compared with an oscillating fluxoid, the power loss in the surrounding region should also be relatively small. Mitigating against this additional loss is that essentially only those electrons in the normal region with energies above the energy gap or energies corresponding to unfilled states below the gap can contribute to this loss. This restriction was neglected in calculating G, and would tend to make G smaller.
Also neglected were induced eddy currents.
Insofar as the approximations made in deriving Eq. (6.7) are valid; the effective resistivity &the stationary normal region is independent of Q, as long as t Q b 2a, and hence will be independent of purity and lattice defects. Since p LX a, I and the other parameters are easily obtained, this may be a way to determine a.
This might be possible, using a superconducting cavity at frequencies below the pinning frequency D The apparatus would have to be quite sensitive as the power loss in this case will be considerably lower than for an oscillating fluxoid.
The circular cylindrical shape for the normal region was chosen as a first approximation. Due to the anisotropy of the thermal conduction and the gradient in power dissipation in the x-direction, there will be a temperature gradient across the fluxoid. Thus in the parallel case, it will deviate from a circular cross section, The top, being at the highest temperature, will have the largest radius of curvature and the bottom will have the smallest, The cross section will be somewhat "pear-shaped" as depicted by the fluxoid on the right side of Fig. 1 .
In the perpendicular case, the fluxoid will assume a truncated cone shape, as shown on the right side of Fig. 4 . Nevertheless, the radius a determined from Eq. (6,7)
should be a good approximation to the size of the fluxoid, or whatever the normal region may be. A is frequency independent, and essentially temperature independent for T < fTc. Therefore, a stationary normal region would give R rep cc w2 and independent of T and power level. This fits the experimental findings, and should be looked into further, Induced eddy current power loss will also have an effective surface resistance with similar dependencies.
Residual power loss .results from the contribution from all sources, whereas critical power loss is likely due to one region which first goes unstable. A cavity may have its residual Q deteriorate by orders of magnitude, whereas its breakdown field may only decrease by a small factor. Similarly, it is possible that a single fluxoid which may cause breakdown at high field levels, may contribute less at low levels than the combined loss from all other sources. Nevertheless, the speculation that the same source may be responsible for both residual and critical power loss is worthy of consideration. If a fluxoid went from an oscillating mode to a very small amplitude mode as T-O and low field, then it could be the cause of both losses. The possibility that critical power loss is initiated by a nonmagnetic, but quite thermally isolated normal region, also deserves attention as this could also account for both losses.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that a simplified but otherwise rather general model of a very small region of normal power dissipation can explain why the magnetic breakdown field, H' P' can be significantly lower than the critical field. give them a high temperature vacuum heat-treatment due to the low melting point of the substrate. )
As was shown, the effective resistivity, p, of a single isolated oscillating fluxoid has no frequency dependence when the viscous force dominates, is -pn, and is much larger than p for a stationary normal region, When the viscous force is negligible and p >> w2 M, p cc u2/pn which is the same as the stationary normal region. This dependency predicts a residual surface resistance oc w2, and independent of temperature and field level in accord with experimental observation. --.,
